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The National Archives is releasing documents previously withheld in accordance with the JFK Assassination
Records Collection Act. The vast majority of the Collection (88%) has been open in full and released to the
public since the late 1990s.
JFK Assassination Records - 2018 Additional Documents
The "umbrella man", identified by the United States House Select Committee on Assassinations in 1978 as
Louie Steven Witt, is a name given to a figure who appears in the Zapruder film, and several other films and
photographs, near the Stemmons Freeway sign within Dealey Plaza during the assassination of John F.
Kennedy.. Witt is the subject of a 2011 documentary short, The Umbrella Man, by ...
Umbrella man (JFK assassination) - Wikipedia
President Kennedy with his wife, Jacqueline, and Texas Governor John Connally with his wife, Nellie, in the
presidential limousine, minutes before the assassination
Assassination of John F. Kennedy - Wikipedia
This is a massive collection of JFK Assassination documents. Included, is the entire 2017 and 2018
document releases by the U.S. Government, of the previously withheld documents. These were converted
into a SEARCHABLE database, and it's all FREE to use.
J.F.K. Assassination Records Archive - Previously Withheld
in the 1970's, and you can read about it in my papers on the Cultural Cold War. You may also consult the
books of Frances Stoner Saunders. In this paper I will tell you what really happened that day, and what has
really happened since 1944.
THE HIDDEN KING(S) - mileswmathis.com
News and commentary about JFK assassination, JFK files, conspiracy theories, CIA, Oswald, Warren
Commission, HSCA, and ARRB
Dallas police chief Jesse Curry and his JFK assassination file
JFK Assassination Bullet Fragment Analysis Proves Second Shooter Commentary by Gary Revel Wikio. A
December 2007 report on a scientific analysis of the bullet fragments from the JFK assassination, and hard
evidence, finds that more than one shooter had to be involved.
JFK Assassination Bullet Fragment Analysis Proves Second
Books and ebooks about the JFK assassination, including links to online booksellers and direct downloads:
hardback, paperback, Kindle, EPUB, PDF formats
JFK Assassination Books and Ebooks Online
The acoustic evidence in the Kennedy assassination Michael O'Dell . In 1978 the House Select Committee
on Assassinations (HSCA) concluded that there was probably a conspiracy to kill President Kennedy (1).This
conclusion was primarily based on acoustic evidence contained in Dallas Police Department radio recordings.
The acoustic evidence in the Kennedy assassination
The Singleâ€“Bullet Theory and the Holes in JFKâ€™s Shirt and Jacket. Because of the lack of reliable
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documentary evidence from the autopsy, the precise location of the bullet wound in President Kennedyâ€™s
back is not known.
The JFK Assassination Single-Bullet Theory Explained
An Mj-12 directive to kill JFK. The most dramatic directive, likely drafted by Dulles (MJ-1), Director of CIA
under JFK and apparently approved by six other MJ-12 members was a cryptic assassination directive. In
full, this states: see last memo in series in link below.
MJ-12 Directive to kill JFK - Peregrine Communications
For me, the single most important factual discovery in the JFK case is the discovery by the ARRB in the late
1990s and the subsequent discovery late in the last decade by Peter Janney that the NPIC photographic
facility in Washington, D.C. produced two different sets of briefing boards using two different versions of the
Z-film on the weekend of the assassination.
What's the most important piece of new JFK assassination
JFK Lancer Productions & Publications A week after cradling her slain husband in her lap in Dallas,
Jacqueline Kennedy summoned a trusted journalist friend to her
A week after cradling her slain the notion - JFK Lancer
The following appeared in the October, 1975 issue of Gallery, a porno magazine which billed Fletcher Prouty
as the "National Affairs Editor."Some people feel there is no credible way to justify associating oneself with
such exploitative and demeaning media.
"The Guns of Dallas", by L. Fletcher Prouty - ratical.org
The Investigations Details of the assassination and related events; Common Myths in JFK assassination
research; Captain Will Fritz's notes of LHO interrogation. Previously we had been told therewere no notes
taken from the Oswald interrogation but FBI Agent Hosty did find his notes many years later, and then the
Fritz notes are found.
Articles with Photos/Documents - JFK Lancer
1 JFK AUTOPSY PHOTOGRAPHS Compiled by Campbell M Gold John F Kennedy (29 May 1917 - 22
November 1963), (2010) Warning This material contains disturbing images.
JFK AUTOPSY PHOTOGRAPHS - Campbell M Gold.com
Mostly because if they admitted to it theyâ€™d all be killed. Certainly Hillaryâ€™s campaign for President
would be over before it began, and that would leave Sanders as the Democratic nominee.
About Neilâ€™s Mission â€“ Neil Keenan â€“ Group K, Ltd.
2015 marks the 50th anniversary year since Dorothy Kilgallen died. Born in the Midwest, she became an
internationally successful newspaper reporter based in New York.
Midwest Today: WHO KILLED DOROTHY KILGALLEN?
In this article from Skeptic Magazine issue 18.3 (2013), David Reitzes recounts some of the most durable
myths and conspiracy theories surrounding JFKâ€™s assassination, and reminds us that the job of a skeptic
is to use critical thinking to properly assess the evidence, and to use our critical faculties to distinguish
verifiable evidence from idle speculation, not to merely doubt for the sake ...
Skeptic Â» Reading Room Â» JFK Conspiracy Theories at 50
If Judyth Vary Baker is telling the truth, it will change the way we think about the Kennedy assassination.
Judyth offers an account that integrates much that has been written about the assassination into a more or
less coherent whole, and puts myriad facts about the assassination in an entirely new light.
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